
Time-line

Almost all dates are approximate.

BC

Sammu-ramat, the first Semiramis floruit 805
Sennacherib built SW Palace and garden at Nineveh c.700
Ashurbanipal showed garden on palace sculpture c.660
Fall of Nineveh to Babylonians and allies 612
Nebuchadnezzar II built palace in Babylon before 562
Fall of Babylon to Cyrus the Great 539
Nakht-hor’s journey through Assyria c.410
March of Xenophon’s Ten Thousand 401
Xenophon’s Anabasis written c.370–367
Alexander at battle of Gaugamela 331
Berossus floruit c.290
Stratonice became queen of Seleucus I c.290
Archimedes floruit c.287–212
Latest known copy of Gilgamesh Epic c.127
Philo of Byzantium the Engineer floruit c.200
Apollonios altar inscription at Nineveh c.100–200?
Tigranes of Armenia conquered Nineveh 90
Diodorus Siculus floruit c.56–30
Rome defeated at battle of Carrhae (Harran) 53
Apollophanes strategos at Nineveh c.31
Herod built palaces in Palestine ruled 73–04
Antipater, poet, writing c.4
Strabo 64 bc–after ad 24

AD

Quintus Curtius Rufus floruit c.43
Mithridates captured Nineveh c.50
Nero built Domus Aurea c.64–68
Josephus wrote c.93
Deiogenes sculptor of Heracles’ statue at Nineveh c.100 (?)
Deiogenes graffito on bas-relief in N. Palace at Nineveh c.100 (?)
Plutarch floruit 100
Trajan made Mesopotamia a province 115–17
Statue of Hermes from Nineveh c.200
Bahram II (rock carvings) ruled 276–93
Philo of Byzantium the Paradoxographer c.350?
Ammianus Marcellinus c.330–395
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Fig. 1 Sketch map showing rainfall zones and rivers around Mesopotamia
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rising from the terraces of those temple towers, which are bare of
ornamentation (see Figure 5).9 A few Assyrian sculptures showing tall
buildings were occasionally thought by early interpreters to show
plants growing from the walls, but further careful study showed either
that flames of destruction were intended, or the horns of wild deer
and gazelles, such as one still sees decorating the walls of houses in the
Arabian peninsula (as well as German hunting lodges and Scottish
baronial castles).10 The misconception gives an insight into the diffi-
culties of interpreting an ancient form of art, especially when the
carved surface is damaged and no colour survives. Flames and leaves
are both grey on bare limestone sculptures.
Above all, the idea of a ziggurat-garden bears no relationship at all to

the rather detailed descriptions of the Hanging Garden given by the
Classical authors, from whose accounts the main evidence is drawn.
We cannot simply dismiss our chief sources of information, which
were ostensibly written while the garden still existed.
Some confusion arose from misunderstanding of the English word

‘hanging’. In modern times we may think of hanging baskets, in
which drooping plants have their roots at a higher level than much
of their pendant foliage (see Figure 6). Or, in a less urban environ-
ment, we may think of ‘hangers’, steeply sloping hillsides covered in
forest trees such as Gilbert White described in his village of Selbourne
in Hampshire.11 Sir Thomas Browne’s ‘pensile paradise’ was pre-
ferred for its poetic alliteration derived from a Latin description.12

For people who only knew of theWorldWonder as Hanging Gardens

Fig. 5 Cylinder seal impressions showing ziggurats without any plants on
their terraces. (a) From Tell Muhammed Arab, Late Bronze Age. (b) Prov-
enance unknown, Babylonian Iron Age. Ht. 3.85 cm.
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(in German, hängende Gärten),13 the semantic range of the English
word could be exploited regardless of the Classical texts, encouraging
the idea of plants on the stages of a temple tower. ‘Hanging’ is the
English word that translates the ancient Greek word kremastos,
applied to the Hanging Garden, and its meaning may be discerned
from other contexts: it does not have the same range of meaning in
Greek as in English. I have not identified an Akkadian equivalent. In
Greek it was used by Sophocles to describe Antigone, found hanging
by the neck, suspended by a noose of fine linen, and Oedipus’mother
hanging by a plaited rope. Less dramatically the word is used of a
hammock, of the rigging of a ship, and of dried grapes.14 Some of the
Greek descriptions of the Hanging Garden make it clear that the upper
part was built upon artificial terraces of stone, like a Greek theatre, so
that the trees planted there could not reach the water table with their
roots, and had to be kept moist artificially, as Strabo, Diodorus Siculus,
Q. Curtius Rufus and Philo of Byzantium describe them. Thus the
terraces which were actually elevated on vaults above the ground
appeared as if suspended from the sky. This is not a feature of the
ancient Mesopotamian ziggurat, which is made of solid brick.
Nebuchadnezzar II, who ruled Babylon for forty-three years, is

named by Josephus as the creator of the Hanging Garden, and it is
his name that has generally been accepted in that context, helping to
qualify him for the modern epithet ‘the Great’. Contemporary records

Fig. 6 Cartoon by ‘Knife’. The word ‘hanging’ has caused much confusion.
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builder, are described in Chapter 8, among the historical and legend-
ary sources for Semiramis.
Diodorus’ description is especially significant for stating that the

water-raising mechanism was not visible. This eliminates the possi-
bility of a water wheel or any type of shaduf, both of which are highly
visible (see Figure 9).6 An Assyrian sculpture shows shadufs, but no
water wheel is ever depicted or mentioned in Assyrian texts, and there
is no reason to think that the situation was different in the time of
Nebuchadnezzar. Diodorus’ description of the topmost gallery,
roofed, with trees planted on top, matches well the depiction in a
palace sculpture from Nineveh (discussed in detail in the next chap-
ter) although he does not mention pillars. Some of the details are
different from those of Philo who does not mention lead, bitumen, or
reed mats, but rather tells of the trunks of palm trees. Reed mats were
often used between layers of mud brick to help bond a structure.
Diodorus’ comparison of the whole garden with a theatre supplies the
overall visual effect that we have used for the reconstruction drawing
(Frontispiece).
As for deciding whether the term ‘Syrian’ meant the same as

‘Assyrian’, this has long been a cause for doubt among scholars, but

Fig. 9 Drawing showing a man raising water by shaduf, from a bas-relief
found in Sennacherib’s South-West Palace.
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had lived long after the time when the Hanging Garden was built,
because the two men were only a couple of centuries apart (see
Figure 10).
An epigram written in Greek by Antipater of Thessalonica, prob-

ably soon after 11 bc, is of particular interest.12

I have seen the walls of rock-like Babylon that chariots can run upon, and the
Zeus on the Alpheus; and the Hanging Gardens, and the great statue
(Colossus) of the Sun, and the huge labour of the steep pyramids, and the
mighty tomb of Mausolus.

He goes on to praise the statue of Artemis at Ephesus. If the right man
is identified,13 he would indeed have had occasion to visit Rhodes,
Ephesus, and Mausolus’ monument at Halicarnassus, so taking in
three World Wonders on his way to visit his patron, L. Calpurnius
Piso, whose successful campaign of 13–11 bc he was authorized to
commemorate in verse. That man, whether before or after his tri-
umph, served as Roman governor of Galatia–Pamphylia.14 Antipater
wrote another epigram beseeching Phoebus Apollo to grant him a
safe journey to ‘Asian land’,15 so he is possibly the first writer to list
wonders as a traveller who had first-hand knowledge of at least some
of the places in his list. Although he might have gone on to visit
Mesopotamia, describing its impressively high citadels by compari-
son with the rocky prominence of Greek citadels, more likely he
claimed to have seen Babylon by poetic licence. The Colossus at
Rhodes which he also says he saw, existed for only sixty-six years,

Fig. 10 Sketch to show a water-raising (Archimedean) screw.
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terrain as they extended the empire into Cilicia. The Amanus range
lies from north to south, forming a natural barrier between modern
Syria and Turkey; catching rainfall between the Mediterranean and
Asia, its slopes are covered in fine trees, many aromatic pines, cedars
and junipers, streams of water, lovely glades for picnics. Tired and
overheated soldiers must have been glad to rest there. Sargon’s garden
at Khorsabad is illustrated on a sculpture found in his palace, and
shows some of those features. Prototypes for the later Hanging
Garden in the city of Babylon were thus thought by some scholars
to have been designed in Assyria, both at Khorsabad and Nineveh.
The various writers who described the garden in Greek and Latin

gave descriptions that are consistent in some important respects, but
do not have close matches with each other in vocabulary and
phrases that might arouse a suspicion of a common source. We
are hampered by being uncertain whether the gardens were still
visible when they wrote, and whether they relied on written sources
of information that had begun in the time of Alexander or at an
earlier date. But we can say that they were describing a type of
garden known from northern Mesopotamia, which was very differ-
ent from the type characteristic of southern Mesopotamia, where
Babylon lay.

Fig. 11 Drawing of a stone panel carved in bas-relief, found in the palace of
Sargon at Khorsabad, showing his garden. Ht. 98 cm.
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and around Babylon, therefore, was not suitable for the kind of
landscape garden described by the Classical writers.
A type of design for southern gardens may be deduced from the

cuneiform text in which groups of similar plants are named in
sections divided by ruled lines (see Figure 12). That clay tablet is a
copy made in antiquity, not long after the original composition which
names the king whose ownership is recorded: he was Marduk-apla-
iddina II, also known as Merodach Baladan early in the 7th century
bc. His was probably a formal kitchen garden, in which the beds were
criss-crossed by irrigation channels to form a kind of parterre. The
text suggests a type of physic garden, in which one bed contains
varieties of mint, another has types of onion, garlic and leek, another
has different kinds of thyme and origanum, and so on. Such an
arrangement requires a piece of flat land with a network of small
water channels for irrigation on the same level as the plants by
opening and closing gaps in the channels.
Assyrian gardens in the north, on the other hand, were created

in or near cities with far more energetic design, expressly to imitate
a natural mountain landscape, by heaping up artificial hills, by
planting fragrant mountain trees on their slopes, and by engineering
running water to cool the air, keep the herbage green and provide the

Fig. 12 (a) Obverse of the cuneiform tablet with the text listing plants in the
garden of Merodach Baladan, king of Babylon in the time of Sennacherib.
The ruled lines separating sections of text may correspond to the layout of
the plants in their beds. (b) Hand-copy of the obverse. 6.5�4.0 cm.
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Original Drawing IV 77 shows three very badly damaged panels
that represent a park including a lake on which several military-style
activities take place. They were located in the South-West Palace, and
presumably represent the garden at a very early stage, recently
planted and immature. On the left of the main panel, pairs of men
propel boats on which horses have embarked; several naked men are
swimming, perhaps racing, on inflated skins. A man who appears to
swing on a rope above the water perhaps prepares to plunge in. On
the upper right a hillside is shown with two streams of water
flowing down into a horizontal stream. At least four terraces
below that stream are indicated by horizontal lines; and above
the stream are two more, less clearly articulated. The right hand
panel cannot be directly related to the edge of the main panel,
so part of the scene is missing in the gap; this panel shows
two pillars, of which one probably has a proto-Ionic capital,
with the capital of a third just visible. Above the pillars, hori-
zontal lines show 4 + 4 layers of roofing, upon which are planted

Fig. 13 A garden at Nineveh, drawn from damaged stone panels of bas-
relief, now lost, which lined the walls of a room in the South-West Palace.
The pillared walkway surmounted by trees is shown top right.
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described below is out of sight in this picture, at the bottom of the
garden, it is possible that there was one or more small waterfalls
where the streams ended at the lake. In the top right corner of the
panel, terracing above the aqueduct is indicated by the rows of trees,
suggesting at least two terraces above the level of the top of the
aqueduct.12 To them water had to be raised by mechanical means
because they were planted, at least in part, on vaulted terraces and so
their roots could not reach the water table. The pavilion in the centre
top of the panel has a cavetto cornice beneath the roof which is
topped with small crenellations (also known as merlons). The two
central pillars have proto-Ionic-style capitals, smooth columns, and a
repeat of the proto-Ionic motif for the column bases. The heavier
pilasters that have no separate bases mark the corners of the main
building. On the left side of the pavilion an extension to the building
with a path leading up to a stela showing the standing king probably
follows a convention for showing two sides of a building on a single
plane surface.13 If so, it would be the portico which is a feature of the
bīt hilāni, a type of residential building with a pillared portico that the
Assyrians adopted from Syria.14 Maybe the stela showing the king
stood just outside the front door. Halfway down the path stands a

Fig. 14 Part of the garden at Nineveh two generations after planting, dam-
aged stone bas-relief from walls inside the palace of Ashurbanipal. Length
208.3 cm.
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Fig. 18 A group from the 270 engaged columns of mud brick laid in a spiral
pattern in a temple façade at Tell al-Rimah, NW Iraq, early second millen-
nium bc. Similar columns have been excavated on other temples in ancient
Mesopotamian cities.

Fig. 19 Spiral-patterned engaged columns of mud brick in a temple façade at
Tell Leilan in NE Syria.
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with the problems of fitting, attrition and leakage that such a design
would entail. The whole machine would have a hollow centre for
inserting a pole, probably made of timber, which would take the
wear and tear of rotation and could easily be replaced. Our bronze-
smith used that method under very primitive conditions to cast a
small screw—a modest one metre or so in length—and it worked
(see Plates 5–7).
But, argued the critics, a full-size screw cast in this way would be a

very different matter, and they suggested that such a casting would
have been impossible at that period. Luckily the answer to this
objection can be found in Paris, at the Louvre, where a huge pair of
cast bronze, cylindrical, hollow ‘barriers’, rather like modern barriers
for road-blocks and car parks, are on display (see Figure 22). They

Fig. 21 (a) Impression from a limestone cylinder seal showing spiral
columns around the temple of the sun-god. The seal may be several centuries
earlier than the excavated mud-brick temples with spiral columns. Ht. 2.5cm.

Fig. 21 (b) Drawing of part of a design incised on an ivory pyxis found at
Ashur, showing a tree with spiral trunk, marked as male by perching
cockerels. Dated c.1400 bc. Ht. (whole pyxis) 9 cm.
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Ashur. In an exceptional passage he boasted about his own skill and
participation:

I am capable of undertaking the casting of objects in silver, gold and
bronze . . .melting from more than 1,000 talents to (as little as) one shekel,
fusing them together, fashioning them skilfully. If you do not believe the
(account of my) smelting that bronze, I swear by the king of the gods,
Anshar, my creator, that I myself smelted that casting where this inscrip-
tion is written, and the emplacement where the figure of Anshar and the
figure of the gods who are with him—they march to battle against Tiamat—
are depicted. For the standards (of the gods) let it be known that I smelted
that casting by adding more tin to it. Understand from this that I myself
smelted that casting.37

The passage leaves one in no doubt about the king’s personal enthusi-
asm and commitment to bronze-casting techniques.
Later use of a water-raising screw in the ancient Near East (apart

from Egypt) is known from the upper Euphrates region, at Ayni,
between Carchemish and Samsat, an area which had long been a part
of the Assyrian empire. There a Roman inscription showed that
Vespasian and Titus had constructed a screw, opus cochliae, comple-
mented by a rock sculpture showing the Euphrates personified; but
the method of rotation there is not indicated (see Figure 24).38

Fig. 23 (a) Reconstruction drawing of ziggurat at Khorsabad with an ex-
ternal spiral staircase. (b) Minaret with external spiral staircase at Samarra,
near Baghdad.
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One possible reference to rotating a screw by foot in Egypt may be
mentioned. From a Roman wall-painting we know that a screw set
at quite a low angle could be rotated by a man standing on the
cylinder fitted with foot-holds, and treading it to turn it.39 This, it
has been suggested, is the mechanism behind the image given in the
biblical text of Deuteronomy 11:10: ‘Egypt . . .where you sowed
your seed and watered it by tread, like a vegetable garden.’40 There
is a more specific and amusing account of the treading process in the
writing of Philo Judaeus, a philosopher of Alexandria, who was
contemporary with Josephus. He delighted in a reversal of the normal
use of hands and feet in the operation of a screw:

Compare the screw, the water-lifting device. There are some treads around
the middle onto which the farmer steps whenever he wants to water his
fields, but of course he would keep slipping off. To keep from continually
falling, he grasps something sturdy close by with his hands, and clings to it,
suspending his whole body from it. In this way he uses his hands as feet and
his feet as hands, for he supports himself with his hands which are generally
used for working, and he works with his feet which normally serve as
supports.41

But this method of rotation would work only for relatively small, light
machines, and Sennacherib’s inscription certainly does not refer to
treading. In the years since a water-raising screw cast in bronze was

Fig. 24 Sketch of an eroded rock sculpture at Ayni on the upper Euphrates,
set beside a Latin inscription recording the installation of a water-raising
screw in the reign of Vespasian. The river-god reclines with a pot from which
water flows.
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royal inscriptions or administrative records with restricted circula-
tion, hardly ever mention those professions, let alone the individuals
who practised them. Exceptional, therefore, is the mention of some of
those professions in the royal inscriptions of Sargon and Sennacherib.
In the context of his palace and garden at Nineveh, built ‘through the
craft of clever master builders’,56 Sennacherib mentions the ‘master
builder’ (šitimgallu). A long tradition of water engineers in Mesopo-
tamia is represented by the profession sēkiru, who had his own seal,
an indication of centralized authority, and was also known as ‘builder
of watercourses’ šitim id.da. The ‘man in charge of pipes/qanats’ (ša
eli qanâte)57 was different in being a new profession introduced in
Sennacherib’s time. There would have been a close relationship
between architects, builders and water engineers, matching the need
to plan the integral water supply and drainage systems for the public
buildings on citadels.

Fig. 25 Brick-built drains in Sargon’s palace at Khorsabad.
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been developed in the region now in modern Oman and Abu Dhabi,4

where it allowed a sudden expansion in the size of settlements (see
Figure 27). Qanat refers to the system of collecting water that seeps
from rock through a long line of tunnels leading from near the foot of
a mountain to a settlement far beyond the mountain. Each tunnel was
perforated at intervals with vertical shafts for access. Relieving people
of the need to haul water up from deep wells, or fetch from a distance,
the system is likely to have originated where rivers were rare and
ground water deep. In an area where shaft mines were sunk into rock,
observation of seepage through underground rock and soil is likely to
have stimulated the invention. Such an environment is to be found in
modern Oman, where the Hajar mountain range—ancient Agarum—
was exploited for its copper over many centuries. Where mountain
water drains down underground to supply the great oasis of Al-Ain–
Buraimi (now on Oman’s border with Abu Dhabi), aflaj have been
traced with their dependent settlements, dating from around 1000 bc.
The term qanat in Iraqi and Syrian Arabic, derived from Akkadian
qanû ‘reed; pipe’, is known as falaj (plural aflaj) in Oman, a word
derived from Akkadian palgu ‘ditch, water channel’, and it is signifi-
cant that both words have close links with the Assyrian language used
in the time of Sennacherib. The Assyrians of the 7th century were in
contact with that distant area: Sennacherib’s grandson Ashurbanipal

Fig. 27 Diagram to show a qanat: aerial view and side section.
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purity is coupled with the disadvantage that it is prone to violent spate
when snows melt fast or when rain falls torrentially. In that condition
it threatened the very walls of Nineveh, especially the part of the
Kouyunjik citadel where the South-West Palace was situated. The
king explained how such floods in the past had damaged the palace of
his predecessors and had washed away some old royal tombs. If

Fig. 28 Sketch map to show rivers, canals and roads to the north-east of
Nineveh.
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mountains at Khinnis, on the Gomel river, where water is channelled
into a dam and flows out alongside the river but at an ever higher
level, skirting a mountain to leave the Gomel river and cross a
different river at Jerwan, collecting more and more water from
joining streams and springs at many points, eventually joining the
Khosr (see Plates 9, 10). By the time it reached Nineveh, the water had
flowed along man-made channels for some 90 km. Because the
beginnings of this last canal are quite remote, the remains are still
visible and can be traced rather better than the earlier canals.
The author visited Bavian–Khinnis in 1967. There the natural

river comes out from a gorge and begins a steep descent in the
direction of Nineveh. It is a place of great beauty, with marvellous
views to the south-west across patches of meadowland bright with
flowers and delicate grasses. On vertical rock faces the Assyrians
carved panels of sculpture showing the king, stately and dignified,
facing the many great gods who favoured and supported his enter-
prises. On some panels he holds the rod and ring of kingship, or
extends his arm towards a deity who offers those symbols to him (see
Figures 29, 30, Plate 11). A square, rock-cut cistern with statues of
lions on opposing sides allows water to collect and to spout through
the mouths of the lions, a fountain providing a convenient and
elegant drinking-place for the sculptors and engineers who spent
weeks there working on the project. The long inscription, devoted

Fig. 29 Drawing of a great rock sculpture at Maltai, showing Sennacherib in
the assembly of gods.
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Fig. 30 (a) Large panel of sculpture on a rock face at Khinnis, showing
Sennacherib facing the great deities.

Fig. 30 (b) Reconstruction drawing of the panel.
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Fig. 32 (a) Tentative reconstruction of the stone block at the weir where the
canal led off, showing Sennacherib in company with deities, front and side views.

(b) (c)

Fig. 32 (b and c) Reconstruction drawings, front and side views of the
sculptured block that stood between the canal and a weir at Khinnis, showing
the king in the company of great gods.
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Fig. 33 (a–c) Decorative scheme of colour-glazed brick in the main court
of Nebuchadnezzar’s palace in Babylon: a continuous band of stylized
plant motifs over long pillars; below the pillars, a continuous row of
striding lions between bands of stylized plant motifs.
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clear. This would have made it appropriate for Nineveh to be known
as a Babylon, a ‘Gates of Gods’ city. Sennacherib must have been
aware of that, and is likely to have renamed the gates as a deliberate
act to match his capital city with Babylon. The lists include a gate
named after the god of gardens, Igisigsig ‘Green-green Eye’. Only
Nineveh has a garden gate.
Another argument is based on a mythological interpretation of

Sennacherib’s most literary, hyperbolic inscriptions. One of them is
written on the rocks above Bavian; another is inscribed on a clay
cylinder. Sennacherib adapted a motif used by much earlier kings
who described how an old regime had been swept away by a Flood,
making way for a new and better order that rose up from the
devastation.10 He contrasted Babylon, where he had caused a deliber-
ate inundation, reducing it to bare, flooded ground after sacking it,
with a new era in Nineveh after it too had been damaged—recently,
by an accidental flood—as if Nineveh would take the place of

Fig. 34 (a) Sketch plan of the citadel of Babylon showing names of city gates.
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annihilated Babylon in the centre of the world, a pivotal place of royal
power and worship. His texts include passages that mythologize flood
damage done to Nineveh by rivers in the recent past. By this manipu-
lation of real events, Sennacherib portrayed himself as the refounder

Fig. 34 (b) Sketch plan of the citadel of Nineveh showing names of city gates
in the time of Sennacherib.
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of Nineveh, superseding earlier foundations. Babylon sank into the
waters of chaos as Nineveh arose from them.11

In early Sumerian mythology and history the city regarded as the
cosmic centre of religious power was Nippur which lies to the
south of Babylon. A myth told of a visit to its patron god Enlil from
his son Enki, the god of water and wisdom, when a grand occasion
was celebrated in the temple Ekur by all the great gods with a huge
drinking competition.12 In another myth Nippur was the place where
Enlil first created mankind.13 The city was also known as Duranki, the
‘bond of sky and earth’ where an umbilical cord linked the divine
and mortal spheres. Those two spheres were themselves named as
primeval deities, An-shar ‘sky-sphere’ and Ki-shar ‘earth-sphere’, and
the main temple complex at Nippur had the name E-duranki, ‘House
of the bond of sky and earth’.
Nippur was exceptional for being a leading religious and educa-

tional centre of Mesopotamia even though it had never held temporal
power. Priests in temples, rather than kings in palaces, held sway
there. It did not boast conquering kings, nor is it found in any version
of the Sumerian King-list. Yet it lent its Sumerian temple name Ekur
to temples in other cities, and Ekur became a loanword in Akkadian,
ekurru meaning any temple, with a change to a generic sense. Its god
Enlil and the powers he exercised, enlilūtu, became the epithet and

Fig. 35 Drawing from a sculpture panel from Khorsabad showing models of
cities carried as tribute.
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In Sargon’s official letters too we find references to the energy he
devoted to metalwork when planning his new palace at Khorsabad
(which is the modern name of the site). Around 717 bc his treasurer
wrote:

As to what the king, my lord, wrote to me: ‘When are they going to cast the
gateway column-bases for the portico of the hilāni-palace?’5 I have asked
Ashur-shumu-ke ˘in and the craftsmen, who told me: ‘We are going to cast
four column-bases of bronze for two hilāni-palaces in the 8th month; the
small lions for the hilānis will be cast together with the large lions in the
Spring.’6

Many grand rooms in that palace were lined with stone panels on
which scenes of war and peace were sculpted with far more grace and
beauty than those of his father Tiglath-pileser.7 Unlike earlier Assyr-
ian monarchs, he used light-coloured limestone alongside black
marble to great effect both internally and externally. This was one
of several striking innovations in the architecture of Khorsabad, for
which the inspiration came from palaces he had seen in Syria, where
alternating black basalt and white stone panels had long been

Fig. 38 Sargon II with his son Sennacherib.
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At that time Ashur and Ishtar who love my priesthood and named my name
revealed to me the place where gigantic cedars grow, such as have been
growing since ancient times and have become quite massive, standing in
secret within the mountains of Sirara. They opened up to me access to
alabaster, which was prized for dagger pommels in the days of the kings
my forefathers . . .Near to Nineveh, in the region of Balatay, white limestone

Fig. 41 Sketch map of the citadel mound at Nineveh, to show possible
location of the garden next to the palace.
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was revealed in large quantities in accordance with the gods’ will, and
I created great winged bull-colossi and other limbed figures of alabaster,
made out of a single block of stone, perfectly proportioned, standing tall on
their own bases.14

Erosion from weather and surface activity, and looting, whether for
second-hand building materials or as works of art, have taken a
devastating toll on the most magnificent palace of early antiquity.
But marvellous sculptured stone panels survived in some of the
rooms, great winged bull-colossi with human heads still stood at
many of the doorways when the first excavators arrived, and carved
stone thresholds gave extra magnificence to the entrances.15

Entering through the grand main portal, the visitor passed between
two colossi which reached to the imposing height of 7 m, and weighed
between 40 and 50 tons. Those composite creatures marked a transi-
tion from the ordinary world to a place of reverence for divine
authority, impressing upon the visitor that the royal residence was
the home of no ordinary mortal. Huge double doors of fragrant
timber were mounted on a pair of gigantic posts each of which
pivoted in a well-oiled stone socket. They had elaborate bolts, and
were decorated with bronze bands showing scenes of the king’s
glories. The great thresholds, decorated with a geometric, floral pat-
tern of lotus, palmette and rosette, imitating a carpet, would have
been cast, or plated with silver or bronze (see Figure 42).

Fig. 42 Pattern carved on a stone threshold slab from the South-West
Palace. Compare the pebble mosaic shown on Plate 6.
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Passing through into the great throne-room, one viewed the mag-
nificent sculptured panels lining the walls. They were originally
painted in colours of which only faint traces of red and black remain.
A few details of the design probably gleamed with gold leaf. Essen-
tially the scenes shown in that room depicted the king’s main suc-
cesses in extending areas under Assyrian control, presented on
horizontal registers of low relief. But Sennacherib improved on the
artistic conventions of his predecessors, showing details of landscape
background so as to give a sense of perspective to subsidiary figures
and to turn the bare narrative into fuller pictures of lifelike events.
Often actions were shown almost in cartoon form, with, for example,
the march towards an enemy city shown on the left of a long series of
panels, the siege of the city shown at the centre, and the subsequent
procession of tribute and prisoners shown on the right. The king, who
in earlier times was usually depicted in the heat of battle enacting a
deed of bravery and triumph, was now shown in a more peaceful and
benevolent role, receiving homage on the battlefield (see Figure 43).
This change is so marked that it can be interpreted as showing a
change of policy, persuading the dignitaries who viewed the scene
that Assyrian power was not simply inevitable domination but also
one of beneficial control. Another change of style is noticeable:
whereas former kings had inscribed their deeds, engraved across the

Fig. 43 Sennacherib presiding over the capture of Lachish, south of Jerusalem,
detail. His face was chiselled out deliberately after the fall of Assyria. Max. Ht.
178 cm.
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assuaging throbbing in the brow, and which brings joy of heart and happi-
ness of mind as a charm-stone . . . girimhilibû-stone, beautiful and pleasing
to behold, and with the ability to prevent plagues infecting a person . . . 23

The other text was inscribed on horse-troughs made by Sennacherib
and found at Nineveh:

Horse-troughs of white limestone which will not deteriorate in times to
come: I had them made, and I filled the area in front of these horse-troughs,
to go beneath my horses’ hooves, with pieces of agate, banded agate and
onyx, including chippings from precious stones, of jasper, breccia, . . . fossil-
iferous limestone, alallum-stone, girimhilibû-stone, engisu-stone, alabaster,
sabu-stone, haltu-stone, trimmings from the steps of my palace.24

From this extraordinary text we learn that the steps of Sennacherib’s
palace were made with many different semi-precious stones, probably
inlaid (as they were in contemporary Urartian palaces), reminiscent
of a description in the Hebrew Book of Esther: ‘a pavement of red and
blue and white and black marble.’25 Some of the great internal
courtyards were carefully paved; in provincial palaces there was a
fashion for patterned flooring using black and white river pebbles.
The choice of materials was made not just on aesthetic grounds, but
to ensure the health of the king and his family was protected. Where
vents or air ducts came down into rooms, a panel of bas-relief
showing a protective demonic demigod would be placed purposefully
to prevent evil forces making an unauthorized entry (see Figure 45).

Fig. 45 Demonic gods who guarded palace entrances, windows, and air-
shafts from snakes, sneak-thieves, and sicknesses.
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hall.26 This type of entrance connects the outer landscape with the
interior of the building, in sharp contrast to the traditional Mesopota-
mian palace with its forbidding exterior, and its internal courtyard
gardens secluded from the outside world. Sennacherib’s South-West
Palace is thought to have had that type of entrance, with pillars resting
on lions cast in bronze. The entrance, perhaps set out as a terrace,
presumably faced the famous garden, so as to give a direct connection
between the royal palace and the royal garden, as if the palace was a
villa out in the countryside (see Figure 46).27

The pillars were marvellous too. From inscriptions of Sargon we
know that eight colossal lions, cast in bright copper, each weighing
some 17 tons, guarded in pairs the entrance to his palace doors.28

They served as bases for pillars, as shown on a panel of sculpture. If
there was an upper storey, a staircase to the left of the entrance hall
would have led up to private rooms with windows such as are
depicted on ivories, set in a triple frame, fronted by a balustrade
which allowed the person looking out to stand at the very edge and
lean upon it (see Figure 47). Alternatively window openings may have
contained a panel of lattice-work, of a kind known from Syria, where
they were occasionally represented in carved stone. Sometimes the

Fig. 46 Plan of the bīt hilāni, a palace with pillared portico at Tell Halaf in
N. Syria. The city became an Assyrian provincial capital.
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In order to draw water up all day long I had ropes, bronze wires and bronze
chains made, and instead of a shaduf I set up the great cylinders and
alamittu-palms over cisterns. I made those royal pavilions look just right.
I raised the height of the surroundings of the palace to be a wonder for all
peoples. I gave it the name ‘Unrivalled Palace’.

There is nothing in the sentence preceding the reference to the
pavilions that informs us what ‘those pavilions’ were. There is, to
put it in a grammarian’s terms, no antecedent. An explanation is
needed, not least because we need to know whether to connect the
water-raising machinery and the pavilions.
Using examples from various other royal inscriptions, scholars

have deduced that ‘cut and paste’ is an ancient technique in writing
a text. Initially Assyrian scribes would write a long, detailed and
coherent inscription to be displayed in the most public and presti-
gious location such as a throne-room, using passages from more
detailed inscriptions elsewhere. Then they would make other shorter
versions for less public and less prestigious places, and they might
swap one passage for another that was particularly suitable for a
subsequent location. Conversely, they would incorporate short texts
or extracts into a longer or more general narrative.31 During the
course of a king’s reign new deeds had to be accommodated by
including them in earlier texts that were modified. Different reports

Fig. 48 Reconstruction drawing of a portable hearth with wheels, made of
iron and bronze, for heating a palace at Nimrud. Width c.80 cm.
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enthusiasm by Greek writers who adapted the theme to suit different
purposes. Sennacherib’s second official wife Naqia, however, would
have taken over from Tashmetu-sharrat as possessor of the garden, so
the legend may have been transferred to her. The analysis of her name
shows that she came from the west, but probably not from the
Amanus area.41 Naqia was one of the queens who conformed to the
archetype ‘Semiramis’, as we have seen.
Festive occasions allowed foreign emissaries and local dignitaries to

view the marvels of the Unrivalled Palace (see Figure 49). Inevitably

Fig. 49 (a) Palace attendants bringing cakes, grapes, pomegranates, and
locusts in the South-West Palace.

Fig. 49 (b) Palace attendants bringing drink, drawn from a panel found in
Sargon’s palace at Khorsabad.
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theatre-like shape would have afforded protection against the worst of
wind and cold, and the evergreen pines would have sheltered adjacent
plants from blasts of hot or cold air. Sennacherib’s power over nature
was apparent in all those ways.
In another way the garden symbolized control, with domesticated

plants deliberately set out in an orderly manner, particularly where a
rectangular enclosed space gave them special protection. This feature

Fig. 51 Fish-man as sage, sculpture found at the entrance to a temple at
Nimrud.
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another bas-relief found in Sennacherib’s palace but now lost, men
walk in a file, each bringing a large jar containing a big bunch of flowers
(see Figure 53).
Botanical knowledge in Assyria is encapsulated in a specialized list,

an encyclopaedic compilation which was well known in the time of
Sargon and Sennacherib. It describes the features of individual plants
in detail: root, fruit, blossom, seed, sprout, stalk, tendril, sap, resin
etc.—depending on particular qualities for each plant.22

Sennacherib names some of the foreign plants which he cultivated
at Nineveh—the world of plants in microcosm. Some of the planting
was experimental, and may not have been successful in the long term.
Cotton was planted, and traces of cotton textile have been analysed in
the tomb of Sargon’s queen Atalya, confirming Sennacherib’s claim to
have made cloth from it.23 The plant was probably a tree-like form
Gossypium arboreum which is indigenous to India and Pakistan and
was cultivated at a very early date in the Indus valley (see Figure 54
and Plate 16). Dalbergia sissoo, also known as Indian rosewood, was
introduced into Assyria likewise from lands east of Mesopotamia
including modern Oman (see Figure 55).24 Even though northern
Iraq is not an environment suitable for growing olive trees, Sennach-
erib claimed to have grown them, presumably having brought sap-
lings back from the Levant, and he boasts that he harvested oil for use
in a foundation deposit when he began a new building. Similarly date
palms from the south of Babylonia were planted at Nineveh, although
they would not have produced good fruit at such a northern latitude.
But the importance of that tree far outweighed any disadvantages of
ecology, for religious connotations of the date palm linked to the cult
of Ishtar ran very deep in Mesopotamian society: the significance of

Fig. 53 Attendants bringing vases of flowers into the South-West Palace.
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lateral symmetry that is so marked a characteristic of Egyptian
gardens, her design may have influenced the design of the Nineveh
garden in other ways, for it is striking that the terraces are surrounded
by cliffs in the shape of an amphitheatre, and that colonnades on each
terrace look down over the garden.
When the Pharaoh Tuthmosis III (c.1440 bc) marched from Egypt

into the Levant and installed his governors in the main cities, he
celebrated his conquests by commissioning a bas-relief for the temple
of Amun at Karnak, illustrating foreign plants brought back and
planted in Upper Egypt (see Figure 56). Some of them have been
identified from the illustrations, but there is no accompanying text
to give more context.34 They are depicted as samples with fruits
detached from the main plant, although artistic conventions make
modern botanical identifications difficult. Whether Sennacherib and
his advisers were aware of those Egyptian collections is not certain,
but the idea of separating the different parts of the plant prefigures the
Assyrian botanical encyclopaedia mentioned above. The presence of
Egyptian emissaries at his father’s court, known from the Nimrud
Wine Lists, makes it likely that there was interaction with lively
discussion of garden design. On reciprocal visits Assyrian emissaries
may have viewed bas-reliefs at Karnak and Deir el-Bahri as well as
existing Egyptian gardens.35

Four centuries later, the soldiers of Alexander the Great would
bring back botanical information collected by Theophrastus,36 inspir-
ing the study of a wider range of material than was available at home.
In every society people are inspired and excited to see whatever is rare
and strange from far-distant lands, whether a platypus from Austra-
lia, nutmegs from the island of Rum, or rocks from the surface of the
moon.

Fig. 56 A stone panel of bas-relief with plants, from the ‘botanical court’ of
Tuthmosis III in the temple of Amun at Karnak.
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The king of Assyria frequently led his soldiers on campaign.
Horsemanship and charioteering, hunting, wrestling, running,
throwing and swimming were all skills required in ancient armies.
On other sculptures many of these activities are shown in the course
of real campaigns abroad.37 On Original Drawing IV 77 they are
sporting displays held in the royal garden at Nineveh. Naked men
swim supported on inflated skins, other men ferry horses across water
on boats (see Figure 57). The man who appears to swing on a
rope above the water may be practising for scaling a high wall. Like
a military tattoo, an exhibition of this kind had the serious purpose of
demonstrating prowess useful in warfare. Athletic competitions were
held: running races lismu were attached to the cults of various
deities.38 An Assyrian road named ‘King’s Road of the Running
Race’ allows the deduction that main roads were the venue, as in
modern marathons. Such races took place on specific dates in the
calendar, and were dedicated to gods; for instance at the city of Ashur
a running race in honour of the god Nabu was held in the second

Fig. 57 Detail of Original Drawing IV 77 showing sporting events taking place
in the palace garden at Nineveh.
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piety and power. In such a setting the wisdom and learning of which
Sennacherib boasts in his prism inscription would be associated with
the royal garden on some occasions, just as it is in the text. The link
suggests that the banquet al fresco was the royal equivalent in Assyria
of a Greek symposium held in a garden. This linkage is most clearly
seen on the sculpture that shows Ashurbanipal and his queen feasting
in a garden—its location has not been securely identified—surrounded
by the trophies of victory which include an Elamite bow, an Egyptian
necklace, and the head of the decapitated Elamite king hanging from a
tree (see Figure 58). The king reclines on a couch in the style generally
associated with Greek drinking parties, holding his bowl of wine.
Outdoor music enchants the air, played on stringed, percussion and
wind instruments. From lists of the wine distributed at banquets to the
royal family, high officials and foreign delegates as well as musicians,
we know that there were several regional types of music: from Syria
and Palestine, including specialists from Malatya on the Upper Eu-
phrates, Arpad near Aleppo in Syria, from Jerusalem (sent as part of
Hezekiah’s tribute); from Luristan, and local Assyrian musicians.45

Like the plants, the music was international, reflecting the king’s far-
reaching influence and his appreciation of the skills of his subjects.
Thus the association in Classical antiquity of the garden as a place

for philosophers to stroll for relaxed dialogue is a tradition that would
lead easily from the garden banquets of Assyrian kings. By the time a
Seleucid governor was in control in Nineveh, there was a tradition of
philosophers meeting and talking in a garden, sometimes as part of a

Fig. 58 Ashurbanipal and queen with trophies, celebrating with a drink in
a garden. The faces and the king’s hand were chiselled out after the fall of
Assyria. Ht. 56 cm.
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constellations are directly linked to man and earth, where the tran-
scendence of the divine is directly apparent to the mortal recipient.
On the Nineveh panel, the king is visibly in control, not quite
dominating the scene from his stela but incorporated into it, and
his garden is an extension of his palace which is presented on the
adjacent slab. Nature is simplified, divine worship is simplified, archi-
tecture is integrated into nature: nature and culture are reconciled.
In the second style, the garden is a place for socializing in different

ways: a place to recline, drink, carouse with the queen, listen to music,
display trophies, and watch sporting events; as a venue for athletic
display it serves as an outdoor theatre. This is a function that may
have had a deliberate influence on the design, for Diodorus Siculus
wrote that the Hanging Garden was like a theatre; and the pillared
walkway could be understood as an elevated viewing point, prefigur-
ing the pillars that rose up at the back of many a Hellenistic theatre.
In general the encompassing shape of a theatre cocoons people from
the intrusions and dangers of life outside, allowing the relaxation
needed for contemplation and enjoyable socializing, as well as shel-
tering the trees from gusts of wind and driving rain.
In the third style, represented only by a single fragment, great care

has been taken to show the vine twining around a tree; the daisy-
shaped flowers on long, straight stalks, and lilies, well known for their
exotic perfume. The lion and lioness are idealized as tranquil and
tame, implying that even the animal world is at peace in an

Fig. 59 Idealized landscape on a stone panel fragment showing lions with
flowers growing beneath a vine, from an internal wall in the North Palace of
Ashurbanipal at Nineveh. Ht. 98 cm, length 178 cm.
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A further likely imitation was set in the heart of Rome: the Domus
Aurea. Built by Nero (ad 37–68) with its centre on the Oppian hill, a
palatial villa had pillared porticoes looking out across the hills of
Rome. It was set into a garden terraced on an artificially created
landscape. The extensive grounds featured at least one pavilion, and
contained a lake at the heart of an extraordinary arrangement of
monumental buildings.57 At that time Roman soldiers, stationed in
the Near East to control the growing power of Parthia, would have
brought back to Rome tales of the wonders of Mesopotamia. At that
time too, the poem of Antipater claiming to have seen the Hanging
Garden was in circulation, likewise the descriptions of Strabo and
Diodorus Siculus, and Josephus’ account. Nineveh was enjoying a
great revival under the local rule of a stratēgos. Most likely, therefore,
Nero had the World Wonder of ‘Babylon’ specifically in mind when
he designed his complex on such a grand scale, incorporating so
many of Sennacherib’s design features. The Domus Aurea was soon
replaced by other buildings; the lake was drained and the Colosseum
was built where it had been.

Fig. 60 The third winter palace of Herod the Great at Jericho, isometric re
construction drawing showing colonnade overlooking garden with flowing
water, artificial landscaping, and pavilion.
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attributed to a period preceding the Persian conquest . . .When Xenophon
passed over the remains of Nineveh, its very name had been forgotten.10

British excavators at Nineveh in the 1920s shared the same under-
standing. By the time they published their results, cuneiform texts
were being edited in a more-or-less coherent manner, and so it
appeared conclusive that no cuneiform texts later than 612 bc
contained references to Nineveh.11 Confirmation of their understand-
ing seemed to come from the cuneiform Chronicle concerning the
Fall of Nineveh, first published in 1923, which stated categorically
that Nineveh was ‘turned into mounds and heaps’.12 They wrote:
‘After the sack of Nineveh in 612 bc the site remained deserted
until the third century bc, and probably later.’13 All evidence for
destruction in the palaces was assigned to events of the late 7th
century bc. No later events were considered to have caused burning
in the palaces and temples because they were supposed already to

Fig. 63 Layard excavated at Nineveh by tunnelling to reach the Assyrian
buildings, bypassing later settlement.
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an account until several decades later, when he wrote: ‘There is no
doubt that the main destruction of the palaces was the work of the
Sassanians,’28 for he found that many of the Assyrian palace sculp-
tures had been re-used in ‘a large building of some well-to-do Sassa-
nian or Arab’ in the vicinity; and he also discovered a hoard of 145
Sassanian silver coins in the North Palace.29

The Parthian ‘lintel’ is not long enough to fit over an original
doorway in the South-West Palace; 4 m, 3 m and 2 m are the approxi-
mate widths of different original doorways there, so that even the
narrowest would not allow for the overlap required to support the
ends of the stone (see Figure 64). An original doorway was perhaps
narrowed, or the carved stone was designed for a different use. In any
case, the existence of such an object shows without a doubt that the
site of the South-West Palace of Sennacherib was occupied, in part at
least, by a social elite, formere squatters do not install large, sculptured
stones.
Had the palace been utterly ruined for many centuries, the Assyr-

ian panels of bas-relief sculpture would have been buried, hidden
beneath metres of debris, and so not available for re-use by that
hypothetical ‘well-to-do Sassanian or Arab’. A part of Sennacherib’s
palace was excavated much more recently, in 1968, and in Hellenistic
levels were found ‘floor and foundations made of limestone and
marble’, as well as columns and re-used bas-relief panels ‘that once
graced the Throne-Room’.30

Almost a thousand years intervene between Assyrian decline in
612 bc and the Sassanian period, when Ammianus Marcellinus
referred to events of ad 359 and when Philo the Paradoxographer
was writing. In theory each stratum of occupation should be found
in place in between previous and subsequent layers. In practice
whole levels are often missing even though texts show clearly that
the city flourished during those times.31 These difficulties are com-
pounded with the much wider problem of dating pottery and other

Fig. 64 Parthian lintel found in the South-West Palace at Nineveh, in the
19th century. Its design was thought to be Assyrian. Length 1.83 m, ht. 0.26 m.
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A few undated clay tablets bearing correspondence in the Elamite
language were found at Nineveh, and a study made of the seal designs
impressed on them suggested that they quite likely dated after 612
(see Figure 65).43 This suggestion, though challenged,44 matches
a new understanding that the Elamite capital at Susa had recovered
by 625 from an earlier destruction, confirmed by new evidence from
a rich tomb and the analysis of its contents.45 Cyrus the Great
has proved to be an Elamite rather than a Persian, so his conquest
of Babylon reflects the strength of that Elamite revival.46 On some of
the sculpture panels in both the South-West Palace and the North
Palace, selective damage done to disfigure pro-Assyrian Elamites and
the images of those Assyrian kings who had fought the Elamites
implies the rooms were still accessible after the sack, perhaps some
time later.47 It now seems possible that Greek historians implicitly
included Elamites when they referred to ‘Medes’, emphasizing Cyrus’
family connection with the Median royal line.48

As at Nineveh, so at nearby Nimrud, archaeologists expected to
find that the city had been abandoned in 612, for they dug with
Xenophon’s Anabasis in hand.49 When one reads Mallowan’s quite
detailed account, one finds a discrepancy and a tension between what
was found and what was expected. He found that the ‘ruins’ of the
temple of Nabu were reoccupied between around 500 and 300 bc,50

and a sequence of six ‘not unprosperous villages’ arose upon the
citadel,51 around and on top of the temple of Nabu, continuing the
ceramic and burial customs of Assyria. Its people built large kilns for
the manufacture of glass; they imported the best wine (for strength
and bouquet) all the way from Thasos in the northern Aegean,52 and

Fig. 65 Impression from a cylinder seal with a Late Elamite inscription,
probably late 7th–6th century bc, found above the temple of Ishtar at
Nineveh. Chalcedony, 2.2 � 1.75 cm.
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fashion for composing prose fiction, coloured with touches of
genuine historical background, may explain why Ctesias’ Persica,
preserved only in fragments, seems to mix historical fact with legend.
Xenophon understood that part of Assyria belonged to Media, for

which no other evidence can be found. His view belongs to a scheme
for world history in terms of the rise and fall of great empires, which
was popular at that time. Since the supposed Median empire had been

Fig. 66 Sketch map showing locations in which Arshama, satrap of Egypt
under Darius II, owned estates, c.425 bc.
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away in Tarsus was a temple built by Sennacherib whose typically
Assyrian images of deities were still used on plaques of the Seleucid
period and on Roman imperial coins including those of Hadrian and
Gallienus—evidence that some kind of legacy from Sennacherib still
exercised a fascination in Cilicia, even if it had evolved into the stuff
of legend.83

Seven metres down below the surface in one of the palaces at
Nineveh Rassam found a fine statue of Heracles Epitrapezios ‘(sitting)
on a table’, dated to the 1st or 2nd century ad, inscribed with the
name Sarapiodorus son of Artemidorus, and signed by one Deiogenes
(see Plate 17). It is just over half a metre high. This is excellent
evidence for elite occupation of that palace building in the Parthian
period. The name Deiogenes—the same man?—had been added in
Greek beside the mouth of a beardless man on a sculpture in the
North Palace of Ashurbanipal, dated roughly to the same period, and
there seems to have been an earlier, mainly erased inscription along-
side it (see Figure 67).84 In proximity to the donkey, the inscription
may be interpreted: ‘Deiogenes is an ass!’ 85

A substantial piece of evidence for Graeco-Assyrian worship at
Nineveh comes from the second citadel mound of Nineveh, Nebi
Yunus, which faces Kouyunjik (the other citadel mound) across the
Khosr river. A shrine there contained a limestone statue 1.35 m tall, of

Fig. 67 Graffito with the name Deiogenes in Greek as if emerging from the
mouth of a beardless boy, on a stone wall panel found in place in a sloping
passage in Ashurbanipal’s palace at Nineveh.
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a slender winged figure identified as Hermes (see Figure 68). It stood
originally on a pedestal inside a small mud-brick shrine built to an
Assyrian-style plan. This building proved to be a part of a much
bigger complex containing several other shrines.86 The statue had
hair painted orange-red, wings red and blue, eyes inlaid with mother-
of-pearl and blue glass, although it had no caduceus—the snake-
entwined wand that he usually held as herald of the gods. It is dated
to the late 2nd or early 3rd century ad.87

Alabaster was valuable, for it had to be imported from far away, so
it was a material suitable only for the top of society. This is relevant
for a finely carved alabaster base made for two or three statues, long
broken away (see Figure 69). It bore a dedication in Greek, perhaps to
be translated ‘Be lucky!’ as well as ‘To Eutyche’—the goddess of good
fortune.88 If the latter, by analogy with sculpture panels dedicated to
Tyche ‘Fortune’ found at Palmyra and Dura Europus, a reconstruc-
tion might show the city goddess centrally placed and seated, with the
Tyche figure standing on her left holding a palm of victory. This
would then be evidence for officially refounding the city.

Fig. 68 Limestone statue of Hermes, painted in red, blue and orange; eyes
inlaid with glass and mother-of-pearl, found at Nineveh. Ht. 135 cm.
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